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Construction of Transverse Projectable
Connections in Some Foliated Bundles
By
Haruo SUZUKI*

§ 1.

Introduction

Let JC be a local Lie group [7] and KdJ{ a subgroup such that
the left multiplication of every element k^K on J{ is defined. We
introduce a notion of partial connections and foliated structures in a
bundle G with the fibre J{ and the structure group K. Notions of
transverse connections and transverse projectable connections [5, 3] are
generalized to foliated structures in £ . Under a certain condition on J{,
we construct foliated structures and transverse projectable connections in
the principal ^-bundle E associated with £ from those in the Local Lie
group bundles.
In consequence of the above fact, construction methods of foliated
principal bundles equipped with transverse projectable connections are
enlarged and these yield Bott's strong vanishing of characteristic classes
for some locally homogeneous G-foliation [4]. We assume all manifolds
are C°° -manifolds without boundaries, and all maps and bundles are of
class C°°.
Theorem I. 1 (Main theorem) . Let G be a Lie group and KdG
a compact connected Lie subgroup of G. Let { and f be Lie algeberas
of G and K respectively. Suppose there exists a subalgebra 0Cj such
that
(direct sum of vector spaces)

and
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Let EF be the left coset foliation on G/K by the subgroup G of G
containing K. Then the principal G-bundle p: E = GXKG-^G/K has
a transverse projectable connection uoith respect to some lift foliation
3E of 3.
Moreover, in the above theorem if JTciG is a discrete subgroup
operating properly discontinuously and without fixed points on G/K, then
it follows that the principal G-bundle p' : Er = (F\G) XK G -> F\G/K
— M has a transverse projectable connection with respect to some lift
foliation 3 E' of the foliation 9"' on F\G/K induced by 3 (Corollary
4. 3). Let q be the codimension of 2"' and Y(2F ') the transverse vector
bundle of 2^. Since V(3') is associated with the foliated G-bundle
p' : Ef-^>M, we have the Bott's strong vanishing of characteristic classes
of V ( f f ' ) ,
Pontk(V(S'))=0

k>q,

where Pontfc denotes the Pontryagin subgroup in the de Rham cohomology
group HiB (M) (Theorem 4. 4) .
In Section 2, we construct partial connections in the principal Kbundle E from those in the local Lie group bundle G. Section 3 concerns
foliated structures and transverse projectable connections in G, and is
devoted to construct transverse projectable connections in E from those
in G. In Section 4, after reviewing the notion of G-foliations and
(locally) homogeneous foliations, we prove the main theorem and results
obtained by this theorem.
The author wishes to thank the referee for his kind advices.
§ 2e Local Lie Group Bundles
Let J{ be a local Lie group in the sense of L. S. Pontryagin [7,
p. 137 and Chapter 10] and K a Lie subgroup of JC such that a left
multiplication KxJ{->,J{ of every element of K on J{ is defined. Let
denote the unit element. Suppose there exists a neighborhood
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JI of c and a left X"-invariant open set J{.dJ{ such that £«Ej{ and a

"right multiplication" J{ X 3]— >J{ of every element of 71 on J{ is denned.
JC is also a local Lie group containing K.

Let S be a fibre bundle over

a manifold M with the fibre Jf and the structure group K.
denote the principal ^-bundle associated with
C = E X K J{ .
spectively.

£.

Let E

Then we have

We denote projection maps of G and E by pe and pE re-

We call S simply a local Lie group bundle.

If we have the right multiplication of bf=:J{

for k^J{,

we define

a right multiplication R. b for # = [ ( « ' , & ) ] £E<? by
Rb(u) =u-b=[(u
JC is a fibre subbundle of o and the "right multiplication"
( 5 x 3 ? —>G of every element of 32 on S is well defined.
Suppose we have a local Lie group homomorphism h: JC-^K satisfying
the following two conditions:
(i)

Ai* = id.

(ii)

If we have h(k^) = h (kz) for & t ,/e 2 Gj{, then there exists b^JC
such that k2 = k1b.

We call h a canonical homomorphism of J{ onto K.
have h(b)=e.

Let hs : S = (Ex JC) /K-*E= (Ex K) /K

Obviously we
be the fibre

map induced by the map id X h: Ex J{-^EX K.
Lemma 2. I.

If if- b EL £ is defined for u^S

and b^J(, then we

have
h.(icb) =hs(u)
Poof.

Let (V,/e) ^ExJ{ be a representative of u.

= h e (u) • h (b) .

It follows that

q.e.d.

Let H be a vector subbundle of the tangent bundle T(o) of the
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local Lie group bundle ff, satisfying the following conditions:
(i)

Hu fl J(u — {0} for every u<^C and J(u the tangent space to

the fibre through u.
(ii)

If u-b^G is defined for u^G

and b^J{, then we have

Hu.b — Rb* (H^ .
(iii)

For every x^M

and u^p~l (x) , the vector subspace Pe^(H^)

of the tangent space Tx (M) at x does not depend on the choice of u.
We call H a partial connection in G.
Fx=Pe*(Hu)

for

.F= {FX}X(=M i
of HdT(G).

n

l

u^p~ (x).

By the condition (iii), we set

We obtain a

subbundle

structure of

the tangent bundle T(M) from the subbundle structure
F is denoted also by ps*(H).

If the partial connection

H satisfies the following condition, we call H a connection in the local
Lie group bundle Q :
(iv)

For every u£EG, we have

It is noted that (iv) implies (i) and (iii) .

Theorem 2. 2.

If H is a partial connection in <S , then there

exists a unique partial connection H' in the principal K-bundle E,
associated "with G, such that
he*(Hu) = H'he(u} .
If H is a connection in G , then Hf is a connection in E.
Proof.
he(u)=he(v)

For

every

u^G, we define
f

for u=\_(u ,g)~\

Hh

(U) — he+(Hu).

and t; = [ ( ? / , & ) ] .

Suppose

Since we have pE(ur)

~PE(V'), one can assume that uf = v'. Because of the equality [(&' ,h(g))^
= [(&', /*.(&))], we have h(g)=h(k).
exists b^J( such that k = g-b.

By the property (ii) of h, there

It follows that b^Ker(h) and

By Lemma 2.1, we have h£ = hsoRb and hence
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Therefore, if we fix u' = he (u) (u^ 6} , then H'u, = hs*(Hu)
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does not

depend on the choice of K.
Since we have
E= (ExK)/Ka

(ExJC)/K=8

and he & = id,

is defined for every #'e£.

By Lemma 2.1, it follows that for every

This is the condition (ii) of partial connection for the family of vector
subspaces H' = {H'u,} U>^E.
For every x£=M and u' Z^p^1 (x) , we have

Therefore the condition (iii) of the partial connection for H implies that
for H'.

Since we have

for every u' e £, we obtain

dim(H.O,
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that is,

and therefore
H'»,KKU.= {Q},

which shows the condition (i) of partial connection for Hf .
Let dim (Hu,) be r. A local r-frame field for H induces that for H'
and hence Hf is a subbundle of T(£). Thus the first part of our
theorem is proved.
The condition (iv) of connection for H implies that for Hf and we
obtain the second part.
q.e.d.
§ 3.

Foliated Local Lie Group Bundles and Connections

Let £ be the local Lie group bundle over a manifold M with fibre
J{ and structure group K stated in the preceding section. A partial connection H in G is called flat, if the subbundle HdT (£) is involutive.
A local Lie group bundle G is called foliated, if G is equipped with a
flat partial connection. This definition is of course valid for usual
principal Lie group bundles. Let E be the principal ^-bundle associated
with G and Hf the partial connection in E which is induced by the
canonical homomorphism h from H (Theorem 2. 2) .
Lemma 38 1. If a partial connection H in G is flat, then the
partial connection Hf in E is also flat.
Proof. Since the differential map h* preserves commutator operators
of vector fields, the subbundle H'dT(E} is involutive if the subbundle
HdT(£) is involutive.
q.e.d.
Let G be foliated by the flat partial connection H. Integral submanifolds of the involutive subbundle HdT(S) define a foliation on G
which we denote by 5e. Since the differential map ps* preserves commutator operators of vector fields, the vector subbundle F=p£*(H) cT(7\/)
is also involutive and defines a foliation on M which we denote by 2.
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We call 25 a lift of 2".
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If a local right multiplication of an element

of J{ is defined, then it preserves the foliation 3e-

Every leaf JL ? of

3s is (generally) a "partial covering space" of a leaf of 2 under the
projection ps.

Conversely, if a foliation 25

having properties of lift of

a foliation 2 on M is given, then C is foliated through the flat partial
connection defined by the vector subbundle HdT(G)
to 3s-

which is tangent

In this situation, we call £, a foliated local Lie group bundle

over a foliated manifold

Corollary 3, 2.

(M, 2)

and denote it by 6 (M,p€, J{, 3 s) .

Let h: J{->K

be a canonical homomorphism.

If

the local Lie group bundle G with fibre J{ and structure group K is
foliated over a foliated manifold

(M, 2), then the principal K-bundlc

E associated with G has the foliated structure E (M, pE, K, 2/?) over
(M, 2),

induced by h.

Proof.
of £.

Let H be the flat partial connection of the foliated structure

By Lemma 3. 1, the partial connection H' in E determined by H

is flat. Since we have pE*(H'} =F,Hf

defines a lift foliation 2^ of 2.
q.e.d.

Let M be a connection in the local Lie group bundle 6.

M is

called adapted to a partial connection H in £, if we have Hud^{u for
every u^£.

M is called transverse to the foliation 3e

flat partial connection H in 6, if SC is adapted to H.
an open neighborhood of e.

defined by a

Let ^Cjf be

We note that ^LL is again a local Lie group.

'X

Let G be a local Lie group bundle over a manifold N with fibre ^U and
f: £—>£ an injective fibre map, that is a fibre map which embeds every
fibre of £ into a fibre of £ and is equivariant with respect to the local
s\

right actions of elements in J{.

For every u^£9 we set

It is easy to see that the family of vector subspaces,

defines a connection S{, in £*. We call 3£ a connection induced by j
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from M and denote it also by Sf—
Let SC be a connection in Q (M, ps, J{, 2^) which is transverse to
3e. If for every point of M, there is its neighborhood U for local
submersion 0: U—*B of 3 and a subbundle <R of S\u having some open
neighborhood of e in J{, as fibre, such that in Si, M is induced by an
injective fibre map f covering 0 from a connection in a local Lie group
bundle over B with fibre JC, then we call pro jec table. Let H be
the flat partial connection defined by 2£. F°r every u^St, we have
Jfw = ker (f*\Tu(e\) • So J?fU i§ adapted to H\& and / is a local submersion of 2e.
Lemma 3. 3. Let H be a partial connection in the local Lie
group bundle G with fibre J{ and structure group K, and Si a connection in 8. Let E be the principal K-bundle associated with 6.
Let Hf be the partial connection in E induced by a canonical homomorphism h\ J{— >K from H and M' the connection in E induced by
h from M (Theorem 2.2). If JC is adapted to H, then Mr is also
adapted to H' .
Proof. Let hs: 8-^E be the fibre map induced by the canonical
homomorphism h. Since for every u^6 we have HudS(u, it follows
that for every u' e E
Hfu, = he*(H^CLhe*(Mu^ =JC'U, .

q.e.d.

Theorem 3.4. Let G = £ (M,pe, JC, 3e) be a foliated local Lie
group bundle over a foliated manifold (M, 2") and let E=E(M,pE, K,
SE) be the foliated principal K-bundle over (M, 2) induced by a
canonical homomorphism h: J{-^K from Q (M,p£, JC, 2S) in the principal K-bundle E associated with £ (Corollary 3. 2) . If a connection
M in C is transverse to 2^, then the connection SCf in E induced
from M is transverse to 3E. Moreover, if a transverse connection M
in 8 (M,pe, J(9 3£) is pro jec table, then the transverse connection ${'
in E(M,pE,K,3E) induced from M is also projectable.
Proof.

The first part is a direct consequence of Lemma 3. 3.

We
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prove the second part in the following.
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Projectability of transverse con-

nection in £ (M,ps, JtySe) is a local property and hence one can assume
without loss of generality that
(i)

M=Rn = Rn-qxRq,

3 = {Rn-qX {a}\

(ii)

6 is a trivial bundle RnXj{

(Hi)

there exists an open neighborhood ^Ucjf of <?, such that

with the natural projection pe :

^UcJ{n32 and there exists a map T- Rn = Rn~q X Rq-*U, such that for
every a^Rq we have T (0, #) = £ ^ *U and

We define an injective fibre map (actually a local isomorphism) 0: Rn~q
XRqX<U-*Rn~(lXRqXj{

by

0(x,a,k) = fa a, r (x, a) ~lk) .

0(L£iQik

H (R*-* X Rq X ^U)) is an open set of Rn~q X {(a, K)} . Similarly we define a
^-bundle map (actually an isomorphism) 0' : Rn~q XRqX K-*Rn~q xRqXK
by ®'(x, a, k) = (x, a,h(r(xy a)Ylk) . Setting Li, a , fc = {(x, a, h(r(x, a))k) \x
and ^(^i.a.0
Let <? be the trivial bundle RqXj{
q

q

p?: R Xj{-*R .

n q

q

Let f: R ~ X (R Xj{)

jection defined by /(.r, a, k) = (a, k) .

with the natural projection
-*RqXj{

be the natural pro-

Since the transverse connection M

in G with respect to Se is projectable, (replacing

^

by a smaller one

if necessary) one can assume that the connection ^^.M— ($"*) * (M\Rn^
in 0(RnXcU)

is induced by the injective fibre map f:RnxU=Rn'q

X(RqXC(L)->RqXj{

=e

from a connection M

in £.

Therefore we

have

0* G#te...rc...») =/* ' (^fte.«) n Ttt.a.e) (R»
The fibre maps hs : RnX J{^RV X K and h?: R"Xj{^>RqxK
given by hc(x,a,k) = (x, a, h(k))

and he(a,K) = (a,h(K))

are

respectively.

N/

Let A be the Lie algebra homomorphism of h.
= 0'oh£, it follows that

Since we have hso0
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= (id X id X A) (T, OR""4)

The maps 0' and / are compatible with the right multiplication of every
element of K on RnxK and so the last formula implies projectability
of the transverse connection M' in Rn X K with respect to the foliation
q.e.d.

Let G be a Lie group and KdG
K-bundle E=E (M9p$9 K93$)

a closed subgroup of G.

A foliated

over foliated manifold (M, 2") induces

uniquely the foliated G-bundle structure E(M9pE9G93s)

i n the principal

G-bundle E = EXK G associated with the J^-bundle E, by the right multiplication of an element of G. A transverse connection in E (M,pE, K, 3$)
also yields naturally a unique transverse connection in

E(M9pE9G95s)

by the differential map of the right multiplication of an element of G.
We close this section by the following Lemma which is proved in a
similar way to Theorem 3. 4 and easier than it.

Lemma 3.5.

Let M be the transverse connection in E(M,pE, G,

-which is determined by a transverse connection M in E (A I, p£, K,
If M is project able9 then J{ is also projectable in

Proof.
3E)

is

a

Projectability of a transverse connection in E = E (^\/, />£, K,

local property and hence, as in the proof of Theorem 3. 4, one

can assume that
(i)

M=Rn = Rn~qxRq,

(ii)

E

is a trivial

3 = {Rn~qX

bundle Rn X K

{a}\a£^Rq},
with

the

natural

projection
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3:R*XK-*R»,
there exists a map ?': Rn = Rn~q X Rq-*R

(Hi)

such that r(0, fl)

e€=:KciG (the unit element of G) for every a

and

We define a ^-bundle map <$:£—>£ by ®(x,a,k) = (x, a,?(x, a)~lk) .
Since we have <D(L$tatk) = Rn~q X {(0, /e) }, (iii) is reduced to

Let E be a trivial bundle RqxKwith the projection ^g: RqXK-*Rq.
Because of the condition of theorem, one can assume that the connection
SC in E is induced from a connection M in E, by the submersion of EFjj,
f:E

= RnxK= Rn-q X (Rq xK)->E^=RqX K which maps (*, a, A) to (a, &)

and gives a J^-bundle map over the submersion Rn—*Rq of the foliation
3".

It follows that
=
(5;, a, *)
7 *
* (^
)=
7

*) Pi
(a, *))

(a?, a, fc)

= T, («"-«) xJ? ( t t | f c ) .
We have immediately E = E X K G = RnX G and ExKG = RqxG denoted by E.
By

Let i-.E-^E and i:E—*E be the natural inclusion maps.

x

(iii ), one obtains 5^= {Mn-e X { (a, 0) } \at= R\ g^G}.

mersion

of SE

n

n

q

q

is the map f:E=R xG=R ~ X(R X

The sub-

G) ~>E = RqXG

which is defined by j^(x, a, g) = (a, g) and gives a G-bundle map over
the submersion Rn—>Rq of the foliation EF. Let Sf denote the connection
in E determined by i%M through the differential map of right multiplication of geG

in E.

Let c denote the natural inclusion map f c c j of Lie algebras of K
and G.

By the assumption on M? we have

=** (f*\^

n

= ( i d x i d x O (T.r(
= T, («-«) x (id x
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= T,(B-«)x »%(.#<.,,>)
= T, («-«) x .#<„.,
= /* ' (.#(.,«) n Tcw)

(*» x G) .

Since / is compatible with the right multiplication of every element of
G on Rn X G, the last formula implies projectability of the transverse connection Si in RnxG with respect to the foliation EF^.

§ 4.

q.e.d.

Locally Homogeneous Foliated B undies

At beginning of this section, we examine the canonical homomorphism
h of a local Lie group onto its subgroup, which is appeared in the
previous sections.
Lie subgroup.

Let L be a Lie group and KdL

a compact connected

Let I and f be Lie algebras of L and K respectively.

Suppose there exists a Lie subalgebra 0Cl such that
I = f©0

(direct sum of vector spaces)

and

Let C and D be small open balls around 0 in 0, such that CDD.
set 9r=exp(C) and S) = exp (D) , and choose D so small that
l

It is noted that $)=<3)~ .

We

S)-3)C.<&.

We set

Since J{ is an open set in L and hence it is a local Lie group containing
K.

An obvious left multiplication X"X JC—»JC of every element of K on

Jf is defined.

If we take a sufficiently small open neighborhood KQ of

e in K and a sufficiently small open neighborhood 3)' of e in @9 then
we have (Kf3)'yc:J(.

We set Jl^K**3)'

and Jt = K-£)f.

and J{ are open sets in JC and hence they are local Lie groups.
over, we have KdJ{

Then 3?
More-

and a right multiplication J{x37—>JC of every

element of 71 on J^ is immediately defined.

Lemma 4. 1. One can find a local Lie group
h: J{—>K satisfying the folio-wing conditions'.

homomorphism
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(i)

h\K = id.

(ii)

If we have h (k^ = h (£2) for kl9 k2 ^ Ji, then there exists
such that k2 = k1b.

Therefore, h is a canonical homomorphism of JC onto K.
Proof.

Since K is a closed subgroup of Z/? one can assume that

Kr\W = {e} and hence every element k^J( is expressed uniquely as
k — gd for g^K

and d^S).

Therefore a map h: J{-*K is defined by
A (Qd) = Q >

and h satisfies obviously the condition (i) . Suppose h (k^ = h (k2)
kl9 kz^c_KdcJ{.

for

ki (z = l,2) is uniquely expressed as ki = gidi for gt^.K

and d^S)' '.

Then we have Qi = h(k1) = h(k2) = g2. One can assume that

without loss of generality that j2)' = ( 3 ) ' ) ~ l and hence d{~ldt^ (S)'
which we denote by b.

Therefore, we obtain

which shows the condition (ii) .
We take a small open ball C" around 0 in 0 such that C" C C and
^ ' • ^ ' C g ? for g?/ = exp(C / ).

If D and hence 3) is sufficiently small,

then we have £)d.W, and for any k^K
element d ' ^^"

and d^S) there exists an

such that dk = kd' by the condition [f, 0]C0 and com-

pactness of ^T. It follows therefore that h is a homomorphism.

q.e.d.

Now, we review briefly the notions of homogeneous and locally homogeneous G-foliations by F. W. Kamber and Ph. Tondeur [4] .

Let 3 be

a codimension q foliation on a manifold M and V(S) the transverse
vector bundle (normal bundle) of 3.

The Bott's connection [1] in

V(5) defines a fiat partial connection in the frame bundle P(V(3))
of V(5) and hence the principal GL(q; R) -bundle P(V(<S)) has a
canonical foliated bundle structure P(V(3)) = PV(M, p, GL(q; R) , <EEPV) .
Let G be a closed subgroup of GL(q;K).
r

If there exists a G-reduction

E of P ( V ( 2 ) ) , such that the canonical foliated bundle structure on
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arises from a foliated bundle structure E(M,p,G, 2^), then
3 is called a G-foliation.

It is noted that

P(V(S))=ExGGL(q;R),
and the requirement in the definition of G-foliation is that the canonical lift
foliation 2W on P(V(3))

is the GL(q\ K) -eq invariant foliation which

is given by the G-equivariant foliation SE of the foliated bundle structure
on E.

Both foliations 2°PF on P(F(£F)) and 3E on E project onto the

given foliation EF on M.
Let G be a Lie group and GcG

a Lie subgroup.

The foliation of

G by the (left) cosets of G defines a G-foliation with trivial transverse
vector bundle V0.

The G-r eduction E of the frame bundle of Vg in this

case is the trivial G-bundle G X G on G.

The formula

for (g, g r ) e G x G and g'eG defines the diagonal right action of G on
G X G.

The

G-orbits of this free action define a foliation on G X G,

which under the projection G x G —>G maps onto the left coset foliation of
G.

The vector bundle V^ is associated with the trivial G-bundle G X G

via the adjoint action of G on the quotient I/g of the Lie algebras [ and
g of the Lie groups G and G respectively, that is,
V0~EX0l/Q.

The Bott's connection in VG is induced from the foliated structure by
the G-orbits on G X G.
Let KdG

be a subgroup which is closed in G.

The left coset

foliation of G by G induced a G-foliation 2" on the homogeneous space
G/K, which is called a homogeneous foliation.

The canonical foliated

bundle structure in G X G given by G-orbits of the diagonal right action
is J^-equivariant and passes to the quotient situation by K. The transverse vector bundle of the foliation 3 is associated with the principal
G-bundle
E = GXKG-»G/K.
(See, e.g., [2].) The canonical foliated bundle structure on E is denoted
by E (G/K, p, G, *$E) .

We note that the homogeneous G-foliation. 2* is
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G-in variant.
Let E be the principal G-bundle associated with the principal Gbundle E. E has the canonical foliated bundle structure E (G/K, p, G, 3%)
over (G/K,

3}

which arises from E (G/K, p, G, 2^) •

We try to find a

transverse projectable connection in E (G/K, p* G, 9

Lemma 4. 2. The foliated G-bundle E=E(G/K, p, G, £Fy) has a
transverse projectable connection.
Proof.

Since E is the principal G-bundle associated with the G-bundle

E9 we have

E = ExGG

The diagonal right G-action on GxG

induces a foliated bundle structure

E (G/K, p, G, 3s) over the trivial one leaf foliation of G/K.
subbundle T(2s)

for 3^ in the tangent bundle T(E]

the diagonal right G-action.
fibre

of p:E->G/K

The tangent

is invariant under

By denoting the tangent bundle along the

by &(E),

we have G-invariant splitting of the

vector bundle TOE),

which defines a G-invariant connection 6 in E.

Since 2# is the (right)

s

G-orbit foliation, every leaf of SE * contained in a leaf of SFj- and hence
0 is a transverse connection in the foliated principal G-bundle E

(G/K,

p, G, Sg) over the foliated manifold (G/K, 2*). $ is obviously G-invariant
and therefore it is a transverse projectable connection in E (G/K. p, G, 3%) .
q.e.d.

Using the above result, we obtain a transverse projectable connection
with respect to some foliated G-bundle structure on E9 which is stated
in the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.1.

Let J{ be the local Lie group which is
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given for the Lie group G = L^K

at the beginning of this section.

By

the assumptions for the subalgebra 0C[ and Lemma 4.1, we have the
canonical homomorphism h: Jt-^K.

Let SdE

be the local Lie group

bundle which has J{ as fibre and is associated with the quotient X"-bundle
p:G-*G/K.

The foliated bundle structure E (G/K, p, G, 2j?)

induces a foliated bundle structure S (G/K, pe, <JC, 2e)

in E

in S over the

foliated manifold (G/K, 3) and the transverse projectable connection 0 of
Lemma 4. 2 induces a transverse projectable connection 6 s in the foliated
local Lie group bundle 8 (G/K,ps, J{, 2^) .
By applying Theorem 3.4 to S (G/K, pe, J{, 2^) and the canonical
homomorphism h: J{-*K, we observe that the principal ^"-bundle p:
G-+G/K has a foliated bundle structure G (G/K, p, K, 2^) over (G/K, 2)
and de determines a transverse projectable connection 0 with respect to
this foliated bundle structure.

The lift foliation S% is extended naturally

to a lift foliation 3E on the extended G-bundle E = GXKG of p: G-^G/K
and 6 defines a transverse projectable connection to in the foliated G-bundle
E(G/K,p, G, 3E)

by applying Lemma 3. 5 to E(M,p£, K, Sg) =G(G/K,

and 6 = Jt.

q.e.d.

Let JTciG be a discrete subgroup operating properly discontinue usly
and without fixed point on G/K.
tion EF on G/K

The G-invariant homogeneous G-folia-

passes to a G-foliation EF on the double coset manifold

F\G/K which is called a locally homogeneous foliation (cf. [4]).

The

f

transverse vector bundle V(3 ) of the foliation S' is associated with the
foliated G-bundle
p' : E' = (AG) XK G-*r\G/K .
(See, e.g., [2].)

The lift foliation SE of EF and the transverse projectable

connection a) of Theorem 1. 1 passes to the lift foliation. SV of EF and
the transverse projectable connection a)' with respect to 3?E, respectively.
Therefore we have the following result.

Corollary 4. 3. Let G, G and K be the Lie groups and the Lie
subgroups ofTheorem 1. 1. Moreover, let FdG be a discrete subgroup
operating properly dis continuously and zvithout fixed points on G/K

TRANSVERSE PROJKCTABLE CONNECTIONS
so that they defines
manifold

F\G/K.
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a locally homogeneous G-foliation

^'

on the

Then the principal G-bundle p': E'-*M=r\G/K

has a transverse projectable connection ivith respect

to some

lift

foliation 3> of IF,

In conclusion, one obtains the Bott's strong vanishing theorem for
characteristic classes of the locally homogeneous G-foliation
Theorem 4.4-

Let

connected Lie subgroup.
respectively.

Suppose

G be a Lie group and KdG

a compact

Let I and f be Lie algebras of G and K

there exists a subalgebra 0C[ such that
l = t®<f>

Let GcG

^'.

and

[f,0]c0.

be a Lie subgroup containing K and FdG

a discrete sub-

group operating properly discontinuously and zvithout fixed points on
G/K

so that they define a locally homogeneous G-foliation 3"' on the

manifold

M=F\G/K.

Let q be the codimension of 3' and

the transverse vector bundle of 3'.
Pont* (y(3')) =0,

V(3')

Then we have
k>q9

•where Pont fc denotes the Poultry agin subgroup in the de Rham cohomology group H£R (M).
Proof.

Since the vector bundle V(S')

is associated with the foliated

G-bundle p': E'= (jF\G) X A -G—>A/, the transverse projectable connection
(Of in the foliated bundle E'(J\I,pf, G, 3E')

of Corollary 4.3 (actually

the transverse projectable connection d' in F\G with respect to the restriction 3!r\G — 2'E< c/'\G)) defines a transverse projectable connection F in
V(3')-

Let J2= (Sij) be the curvature form of the connection F.

If /is

a GL(q; I?)-invariant polynomial of degree r on the Lie algebra gl(g; K)
of GL(q\ I?), then f(S)
class [/(fl)] of /(.0)

is a closed 2r-form and the de Rham cohomology

is by definition an element of Pont 2r (V(£T)) •

The

curvature form Q is locally a pull-back of a curvature form of a connection
on a (/ dimensional manifold and hence we have
/C0)=0

2r = k>q.

q.e.cl.
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Remark.

The condition of compactness for the Lie subgroup

in Theorem 1. 1 and this section is used to obtain a canonical homomorphism h from a local Lie subgroup J{dG

containing K onto K.

Thus

if the existence of h is assumed, then the compactness of K is weakened
to the closedness.

For instance, if G is a semidirect product of closed

subgroups K and 0 which have Lie algebras £ and 0 respectively, then
the results on (locally) homogeneous G-foliations in Theorems 1. 1 and
4. 4 still hold good.

Example.

The Lie group L( = G) and its subgroups in this section

can be obtained, for instance, from Lie groups which has the real semisimple graded Lie algebra
9=

L OP

-*<P2Sfc

(see, e.g., [8] and [6]) as follows.

Let f' be a subalgebra of g which

generates a maximal compact subgroup in the adjoint group of g.

Let m'

be the complementary subalgebra for f in the Iwasawa's decomposition of
g and then we have g = f'©ttt'.

Let L denote the Lie group determined

by the Lie subalgebra

where

f = f / n g 0 and 0— Y] g p .

Then f and (f) are subalgebras of I

lSp<fc'

satisfying the condition

Let 0Cl

be a subalgebra such that

We denote by K, GcG, the connected Lie subgroups defined by f, </;
respectively.

The subgroup K and G of the Lie group G satisfy the

conditions in Theorems 1. 1 and 4. 4.
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